Sparse electrocardiogram signals recovery based on solving a row echelon-like form of system.
The study of biology and medicine in a noise environment is an evolving direction in biological data analysis. Among these studies, analysis of electrocardiogram (ECG) signals in a noise environment is a challenging direction in personalized medicine. Due to its periodic characteristic, ECG signal can be roughly regarded as sparse biomedical signals. This study proposes a two-stage recovery algorithm for sparse biomedical signals in time domain. In the first stage, the concentration subspaces are found in advance. Then by exploiting these subspaces, the mixing matrix is estimated accurately. In the second stage, based on the number of active sources at each time point, the time points are divided into different layers. Next, by constructing some transformation matrices, these time points form a row echelon-like system. After that, the sources at each layer can be solved out explicitly by corresponding matrix operations. It is noting that all these operations are conducted under a weak sparse condition that the number of active sources is less than the number of observations. Experimental results show that the proposed method has a better performance for sparse ECG signal recovery problem.